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ABSTRACT
Research has identified that people in close relationships
value effort that is invested into the creation of digital messages. This paper explores the potential for communication
systems to encourage reflection by revealing evidence of
effort to message recipients, allowing for it to be appreciated.
Focusing on text-based communication, we report findings
from an exploratory study of three interface prototypes that
probe users’ reactions to the notion of revealing sender effort.
We find that information about effort can foster empathy
and appreciation by encouraging reflection over meaningful
actions. However, designers of communication tools must
address the issues of authenticity, controlled disclosure and
cost in access if reflection on effort is to be valued. We consider
how designers might negotiate these issues in future effortsensitive communication technologies.
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INTRODUCTION

Digital communication technologies such as email, instant
messaging (IM) and SMS are routinely used to mediate close
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personal relationships. For many people, these systems have
considerable value because they allow relationships to be
maintained quickly and with ease [23]. IM applications can,
for example, make it easy to coordinate social gatherings [46]
and can allow people to acquire a sense of ‘dwelling’ that
may be difficult to achieve offline [34]. Similarly, systems
that enable phatic communication can support feelings of
presence-in-absence through the exchange of abstract media
[2, 22, 38], e.g. Facebook ‘pokes’ [49] or randomly chosen
emoji [25]. These kinds of communication are usually very
easy to produce and yet provide a high ceiling for supporting
intimacy within close personal relationships [44, 48].
In addition to mediating lightweight exchanges, HCI research has recently drawn attention to the potential for
communication systems to demand effort from the persons
involved [e.g. 15, 28, 37, 39]. This is based on the fact that
people recognise the value of effort when communicating
with close relational partners [24] and because people value
systems which make their effort clear to message recipients
[28]. Other work suggests that effort in communication
can stimulate feelings of mutual affection and care [30, 33],
and that receiving high-effort messages can contribute positively to well-being [8]. These findings provide reason to
believe that communication technologies which encourage
the investment of meaningful effort—and which make this
effort clear to a recipient—can act as positive contributors to
relational maintenance [23, 24, 27].
However, research suggests that it can sometimes be difficult to appreciate effort in digital communication. This is
because effort that is invested into the creation of a message
may not be clear to the recipient [24, 37]. Actions such as
the mindful composition of text [32] or choices of expressive
media [11, 25] may give powerful evidence of effortful relationship maintenance, and yet may not be apparent when
messages are received [37]. This presents an opportunity to
consider how a messaging system might be designed so as
to convey such effort to recipients, and to explore how this
might encourage reflection in close relationships [23, 24]. At
the same time, there is a need to consider how such a design
might shape interpersonal exchanges in new and unexpected
ways [1]. Effort has the potential to be resented or valued,
and information about effort could easily be regarded as
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interesting or mundane. These issues are important because
they will determine whether reflection on effort has utility
for close relationships, and whether this is an avenue worth
pursuing in the design of communication technologies.
The present research explores these issues through a study
of users’ reactions to the notion of revealing effort in textbased communication. We adopt a research through design
orientation [52] in which potential users are exposed to a set
of speculative design prompts as a way of eliciting feedback
about the problem of interest [17]. Each prompt is envisaged
as a feasible augmentation to a text-based messaging system,
and represents a different approach to capturing a sender’s
effort and revealing it to a recipient. The study allow us to
explore the value that users might gain through reflecting
on a partner’s effort, and provides advance insight into issues that can affect its acceptance. Our study makes three
contributions to the literature on effortful communication
technologies [23, 24]:
• A design-oriented exploration of the means by which
sender effort can be revealed.
• Insight into users’ reactions to interfaces that encourage reflection about sender effort.
• New knowledge of issues for designers to consider
when creating interfaces that aim to reveal effort in
communication technologies.
2

BACKGROUND

This section grounds our design work in an understanding
of effort and its value to relational communication. We then
consider the means by which effort can be revealed in the
design of messaging applications.
The Value of Effort in Relational Technologies
Effort is a term that is familiar to HCI and yet previous
research indicates that it has no agreed definition [24]. An
early characterisation by Zijlstra positions effort in terms
of the work required to handle a task [51]. The received
wisdom is that any task involves an amount of workload,
and this workload places demand on the capacities of its
performer. Effort describes the work that is done to alleviate
this demand [51]. This perspective has informed task-centric
approaches to interaction design in which effort is seen as
something to be minimised [e.g. 19].
In the context of close relationships, effort has been aligned
with the notion of relational maintenance [24, 42], which
refers to “efforts to keep a relationship in a specified state
or condition” [12, p. 164]. Such effort can be witnessed in
strategic exchanges of birthday gifts [10] and in routine
activities such as spending time together or chatting online
[40]. These behaviours represent the kinds of effort that are
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central to feelings of closeness, and thus would rarely be
positioned as something that should be minimised.
This function of effort in close relationships has been
acknowledged in the HCI literature on communication technologies [15]. Qualitative investigations have identified that
the investment of time and effort into messaging is highly
meaningful to people and is seen as reflecting a person’s
commitment to the exchange [27, 28, 37]. Similar evidence
has emerged from field studies of messaging technologies
(e.g. [13, 16]) and from the CSCW literature on relational
maintenance in social media [7, 8, 30]. According to these
studies, decisions to send particular types of messages are
equated with investment in a relationship on the basis of effort and care. For example, using low cost ‘likes’ on Facebook
is seen as expressing less affection than private messages
because messages require greater effort to compose [42].
More recent work has explored how communication technologies can be designed to stimulate effort in conversation.
For example, Kelly et al. presented Message Builder, a system
that displayed a character count for each message as a way
of encouraging reflection over effort [23]. Their study found
that Message Builder supported effortful conversations that
became increasingly deep and meaningful over time. However, some of their participants reported difficulty in recognising effort in Message Builder, primarily due to the limited
scope of the character count as a proxy for meaningful action
[23]. We build on this work by considering alternative ways
of encouraging reflection about effort in messaging, and
derive an initial understanding of how and when such effort
is likely to be appreciated.
Revealing Effort for Reflection and Appreciation
Previous work suggests that encouraging reflection between
close partners can support rich meaning-making and deep
interpersonal sharing [5]. Here, reflection refers to the act of
reviewing information to make sense of it, come to a better
understanding, or gain insight [3]. In a close relationship, this
can refer to thinking about a partner’s actions and what these
actions mean, as evidenced by digital traces that provide a
shared history [43]. Previous work has explored the potential
for digital artefacts to encourage reflective thought in close
relationships [5, 43, 45] but has not explored designs for
reflecting on effort as a contribution to caring practices.
The idea of designing to encourage reflection over effort
raises the question of how one might reveal a sender’s effort
to the recipient of a message. This in turn requires consideration of what form this effort might take, and whether or
not certain kinds of effort might be more or less valued by
message recipients. A starting point for this discussion is the
work of Markopoulos [31], who identified two kinds of effort
that can arise in communication systems. First, procedural
effort is that which is required to make use of a system, e.g.
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turning on a device or pressing buttons. Markopoulos argues
that this kind of effort is mundane and is not valuable to
people. In contrast, personal effort is that which is expended
in service of the message recipient, e.g. in the selection
of media or in choosing words that the recipient will find
engaging.
From the perspective of revealing effort, this distinction
might suggest a need to inform people about personal (rather
than procedural) effort as a way of fostering reflection and
appreciation. In practice, however, personal effort is likely
to be coupled with procedural effort. This is because the
operations carried out by a message sender can evince personal investment, particularly when those operations are
recognised as difficult to perform [24]. Thus, insight into
procedural effort, in the form of operations carried out during
composition, may be a necessary precursor to reflecting on
personal effort in communication.
A different conceptualisation of effort was presented by
Kelly et al. [24], who identified five qualities of meaningful
effort that arise across a range of communication experiences.
These qualities include discretionary investment, personal
craft, and dedicated time [24]. Kelly et al. proposed several
ideas for supporting recognition of these practices (e.g. a
video replay) but did not study whether these ideas would
be acceptable to people in practice. Our study extends their
work by probing the space of plausible possibilities for revealing effort, with a view to understanding how meaningful
effort might (or might not) be recognised by the users of a
messaging system.
It is worth noting that some features of existing communication tools may permit reflection over sender effort. Popular
apps like Facebook Messenger and Whatsapp provide status
cues to indicate that a person is composing a message, e.g.
by displaying the words “Ryan is typing”. Although such features may be primarily intended for supporting interpersonal
awareness, monitoring the presence of these cues can allow
for some minor reflection about effort. Here we consider
how designs might embed cues about effort in the recipient’s
experience of reading a message. Our intention is to provoke
deeper reflection about the meaning and value of a sender’s
effort, as invested in the process of composing a message. A
second aim is to identify issues that might temper this as a
design opportunity and which would therefore need to be
taken into account within future designs.
3

DESIGNS FOR REFLECTION OVER EFFORT

Our study explores three plausible approaches for encouraging reflection about effort in text-based messages. The
designs we consider are ReWriting, Message Meters, and Message Miner. Each design embodies a different approach to
addressing the same goal, i.e. that of provoking reflection
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about effort by giving the recipient information about the
actions of the sender.
The designs we consider are envisaged as augmentations
to chat systems [9] and were instantiated as low-fidelity
interface prototypes, with functionality sufficient to convey
key elements of the interaction. We chose this approach
because initial prototypes can elicit user feedback that is
capable of guiding the development of more refined products
[e.g. 17, 41]. As such, it is not our aim to show that our
designs are effective solutions for revealing effort; rather,
they are intended as prompts that illuminate different aspects
of the design problem [35] and which are sufficient to identify
concepts that are important for people in close personal
relationships [23, 36].
Our designs were derived from group ideation sessions in
which the members of our research team generated ideas for
technologies to reveal effort. The ideation in these sessions
was guided by previous work on effortful communication
[23, 24, 31]. The sessions resulted in a range of possible
designs, and our study focuses on three of these. For the
present work, we consider the designs as applied to textbased communication in the style of IM and email. This is
because text is highly mutable and can give rise to significant
effort in composition [32, 50], making it an ideal medium to
explore effort. Moreover, text-based chat remains a primary
outlet for the maintenance of relationships [18, 23, 34], allowing our designs to be envisaged in relation to contemporary
technologies.
Since our study is focused on text-based messaging, we
imagined that participants would struggle to engage with the
designs if they were not supplemented by realistic content.
We therefore presented each design to participants in the
context of a mocked-up messaging application. We also
created a set of messages for participants to read when using
the designs. All participants saw the same set of messages,
and each design was accompanied by a uniquely composed
message (see below). While it would be preferable to use
real messages from our participants, we opted not to do this
due to concerns for privacy and practicality. Additionally,
previous work suggests that people are able to apply initial
design ideas to the context of their own relationships, even
if they do not use them with real life partners [17].
Design 1: ReWriting
Our first design embodies the idea of providing direct insight
into the actions taken by a message sender. This is done by
showing complete information about the sender’s procedural
effort, as captured by their on-screen actions. In ReWriting,
this is done by showing a retrospective replay of the sender’s
behaviour, i.e. a screen recording that shows procedural
operations including mouse movements and typing of text
(see Figure 1). The idea is for the replay to run from the
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Figure 1: The ReWriting design. Pressing the Play button allows participants to watch a replay of the message as it was
composed by the sender, providing insights into editing behaviours as they unfolded in real time.

moment the sender begins to author their message. The
replay then ends when they decide to press send.
After the message is delivered, the recipient can view a
replay to understand how the sender composed the message.
We were interested to see how participants might react to
this level of detail about composition activity, and what it
might entail for their acceptance of revealing sender effort.
For the purposes of our study, ReWriting was instantiated
using a video file created by the authors. Participants viewed
a screen recording of a single message being written by a fictional person named Sam. The replay lasted five minutes and
showed Sam writing a message containing three paragraphs.
The video showed Sam authoring the message and engaging in various edits, including typo corrections, sentence
deletions, and the rearranging of passages. Participants were
allowed to watch one minute’s worth of footage before being
asked to comment on the design. The replay continued in
the background and remained visible while the participant
continued to provide reflective feedback.
Design 2: Message Meters
Our second design is intended to provide a partial view of
the sender’s actions through the idea of quantifying actions
in a sender’s editing behaviour. In Message Meters (Figure
2), this is instantiated by showing measures of process that
speak to procedural actions—such as the number of words
typed and edits made—but without giving full insight into
the sender’s behaviour. This design thus differs to ReWriting
in that the recipient does not see the edits taking place; they
simply see the ‘effort’ captured by the meters as an augmentation to a received message. We reasoned that objective
data furnished by a meter can allow for inferences about
effort, but since meters provide only a partial account of a
person’s composition behaviour, subjective interpretation
is required in terms of understanding what the data means
[26]. We wanted to explore the meanings participants might
ascribe to a meter and the limitations they might identify
when reflecting on the effort of a message sender.

Participants in our study each viewed two different Message Meters. These meters were implemented as simple
mockups using graphics editing software. Participants read
a message from ‘George’ which talked about Christmas and
how it would soon be time to buy gifts and put up the festive
decorations. While reading the message, participants were
able to view two meters that showed information about
George’s composition. The first was a comparison meter that
showed a measure of “how the message compared to usual”.
The meter’s reading was arbitrarily positioned above the
midpoint of the scale, indicating that the writer invested “a
little more effort than normal”. This reading was ambiguous
in that it did not specify whether this was the normal amount
between the sender and the recipient, or the normal amount
between the sender and other people. This allowed us to
elicit possible interpretations from participants.
The second meter was a statistics meter that showed a
range of typographical metrics, some of which truthfully
reflected the properties of the message shown on screen, e.g.
word count. Other metrics hinted at changes the sender had
made during composition, e.g. words changed and words
deleted. This meter served as an additional prompt for stimulating reflection on the sender’s behaviour in relation to
meaningful effort.
Design 3: Message Miner
Our third design omits details about sender action and conveys effort through the idea of abstract mapping between the
sender and recipient. In Message Miner (Figure 3), this idea
is instantiated through the metaphor of digging for treasure.
Users are required to move a miner character by pressing keyboard buttons until the miner reaches the received message.
Each keypress causes the miner to ‘dig’ further towards the
message. The amount of mining required by the recipient (i.e.
the number of pixels travelled per keypress) is proportional
to the total effort invested by the sender, where more effort
in composition equates to a greater number of miner moves.
However, the system provides no information about what
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Figure 3: The Message Miner design. Participants pressed
the keyboard to move the miner to the treasure chest, giving
access to a message. Greater effort by the sender equated to
higher number of presses by the recipient.

4
Figure 2: The Message Meters design, showing the comparison meter (top) and the statistics meter (bottom).
Participants were able to reveal or hide the meters while
reading the message shown in the background.

kind of effort the keypresses represent. The design therefore
probes the idea of establishing an abstract mapping between
sender and recipient effort, transforming the task of message
retrieval into an opportunity to reflect on the sender’s investment (i.e. by thinking about what the keypresses mean).
We wanted to probe the inferences participants might form
on the basis of Message Miner alongside their acceptance of
a design that requires effort to access messages.
Message Miner was implemented using Snap!1 , a variant
of the Scratch programming language. Participants used
Message Miner to access three messages from a friend named
Casey, who was writing to divulge details of a recent holiday.
Each use of the design required more effort to access the
message, and the message retrieved was correspondingly
longer and more detailed. Specifically, the first use required
60 keypresses to reach the message; the second required 120;
and the third needed 300. This range was selected to mirror
the sequentially escalating word count of the messages retrieved by the miner, and because we were interested in how
participants would reflect on the meaning of the mining task
in relation to the sender’s effort investment.

1 http://byob.berkeley.edu/

METHOD

We designed a study to gather users’ reactions to our three
designs, allowing us to shed light on the general concept of
provoking reflection about effort. The study was created in
accordance with a local ethics checklist at the University of
Bath. Each of the designs was pilot tested and was found to
induce no discomfort. However, we note that Message Miner
required participants to invest physical effort in the form
of repeated keypresses. Our briefing script included a warning about this, giving participants an opportunity to raise
concerns in advance. Furthermore, we allowed participants
the right to refuse to use any of the designs, and we made
it clear that participants could stop using a design if they
experienced any discomfort. None of the participants opted
to do this.
Twelve adults (9 females, 3 males) participated in the study.
All were recruited through an advertisement posted on an
online noticeboard at the University of Bath. The advertisement stated that we were looking for people “to participate
in a study of novel messaging systems”. Participants’ ages
ranged from 19–32 (M=23.4 years, SD=4.9). Four people were
from the United Kingdom and three were from Malaysia. The
remaining five came from Poland, India, Turkey, Taiwan, and
Nepal (one person from each country).
All participants reported using text-based IM technologies such as Whatsapp, Facebook Messenger or WeChat to
maintain their relationships. The fact that our sample is
comprised of young and tech-savvy individuals is useful as
it means that our designs were interpreted by people who
were well-placed to give feedback about the potential for
new features in IM apps, and who were therefore able to
assess the perceived merit of conveying a sender’s effort.
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Procedure
We employed an interview strategy in which participants
were invited to our laboratory and were asked to reflect on
their thoughts and feelings as they engaged in use of each
design. This procedure is an accepted technique for eliciting
user feedback and has been used extensively in previous
studies of low-fidelity prototypes [e.g. 17, 35].
Interviews were semi-structured and lasted between 58–
110 minutes (M=80 minutes). Each was one-to-one between
the first author and participant. Sessions began with collection of informed consent. The researcher then read aloud
a briefing script explaining that the research was about
communication devices for close personal relationships. Participants were asked about the technologies they use to
communicate with close contacts. This enabled us to probe
how each of our designs might be applied to the systems that
participants currently used to maintain their relationships.
Next, the designs were introduced in a randomised order
for each participant. Each design was shown on a laptop
that was placed on a table in front of the seated participant. Participants were asked about their initial impressions towards the idea and what they thought about the
underlying concept. They then interacted with the interface
prototype and gave further reflective feedback. Our focus
was on participants’ initial impressions of each design; how
their thoughts changed through actual use; the reflections
they made about the sender’s effort; and the issues that would
affect their acceptance of the designs in practice. We also
asked participants to consider both the sender and recipient
experience, meaning that our responses accounted for both
perspectives.
Sessions concluded by asking participants to compare and
discuss the designs as a way of probing their general attitude
to the idea of making communication effort visible. Sessions
ended with a short debrief, during which time participants
were thanked and paid £10 for their time.
Analysis
The interviews were audio recorded and transcribed by the
first author. Transcripts were subjected to an inductive thematic analysis [6] in which the first and second authors
independently read the data and performed open coding to
identify initial concepts. These concepts were then discussed
by the authors and grouped into major themes that encapsulated (1) reflections on the value and meaning of sender
effort, as revealed by the specifics of each design, and (2)
connections between participants’ experiences that spoke to
broader issues stemming from the revelation of effort. The latter of these categories was separated into three sub-themes,
each of which encapsulated a salient issue that emerged in
response to reflections about sender effort. All themes were
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then reapplied to the data in a round of deductive coding,
performed by the first and second authors independently.
This process allowed themes to be checked for consistency,
heterogeneity and logical coherence [6]. In the next section,
we illustrate the outcomes of our analysis using quotes that
identify participants by number and the design they were
reacting to at the time.
5

REFLECTIONS ON THE VALUE OF REVEALED
EFFORT

The designs provoked a range of positive and negative opinions about the impact of revealing effort in personal communication. Participants were able to reflect on how the
concepts could map to their current relationships and how
features within the designs would alter different aspects of
their communication behaviour.
At a broad level, participants indicated that they would
find value in seeing information about the effort of a close relational partner, irrespective of how that effort was conveyed.
People especially valued the idea of gaining insight into
actions that they believed were genuine and which would
tell them something about the sender’s motivations. Participants actively reflected on the meaning of the information
conveyed by each design, and interpreted this in relation to
the thoughts, intentions and attitudes of the sender.
For example, when reacting to ReWriting, participant 6
felt that “I can see why it is good, because someone you care
about, you can see when they phrase stuff... and you can see
how sincere they are, their intentions and everything”. The
ability to reflect on the sender’s actions was envisaged as
an opportunity for empathy and to learn more about their
personality: “It would make you feel a bit closer to the person
who’s writing it, because you can actually imagine them, sat
there writing it” [P3, ReWriting]. “It just shows what kind of
person he is. And sometimes if I know him, and I will be like...
it’s reassuring that guy is that kind of person” [P6, Meters].
Participants also commented on information that allowed
them to reflect on the investment of time and care in message
composition. For example, reviewing the Message Meter
was enough for participant 7 to claim that “Words changed
shows how many times they went back and changed something,
again it shows a little bit of effort” [P7, Meters]. The ability
to acknowledge this kind of effort was valued as a way
of understanding the sender’s perceived care towards the
recipient: “I don’t really care what you say, if you say it in ten
words or fifty words, but if you take your time to go back and
change things, I feel like that shows you care” [P4, Meters].
One area of interest mentioned by four participants was
in using the designs to reflect over mental effort, i.e. what the
sender was thinking about when composing a message and
how this might demonstrate meaningful investment. Participants reflected on mental effort in terms of the time spent by
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the sender on the message and the apparent thoughtfulness
(or lack thereof) in creating each message. The ReWriting
design, which permitted direct insight into the sender’s
action, was cited as especially informative in this regard.
One person described watching the replay as “a moment
when I am thinking what they are thinking, in a way. It makes
me feel closer to the sender” [P1, ReWriting].
Participants likewise commented on features that they
believed were not useful for understanding mental effort and
thoughtfulness. For example, elements of Message Meter
were seen as “just like a word count, it’s not very representative of the thought behind it” [P3, Meters]. Participants
also struggled to interpret the meaning of Message Miner’s
abstract mapping in terms of the message’s properties: “It
seems to be that the number of times you have to tap the thing
corresponds to the length of the message. Not to the actual
importance of the message” [P9, Miner].
6

ISSUES IN REVEALING EFFORT

Participants’ comments drew our attention to three issues
that related to viewing and interpreting a sender’s effort.
These issues cut across the designs, and each design helped
to illuminate the issues in different ways.
Desiring Authenticity in Effortful Action
In reacting to the information that was provided by the
designs, participants reflected on two kinds of authenticity
that they sought to understand from the information provided. The first related to motivational authenticity, where
participants wanted to understand whether the invested
effort was committed under the sender’s own volition or
whether it was invested ‘for the sake of it’. This has parallels
with Kelly et al.’s concept of discretionary effort [24], which
they describe as effort that is invested willfully by a sender
and which is not prompted by a messaging system.
These concerns were raised in relation to questions around
whether the designs portrayed meaningful effort. For example, when reacting to the Message Meters, one person
described how “the word count itself, I don’t say is always a
representation of effort because people can just write a lot of
waffle, as opposed to actually saying what they mean” [P5,
Meters]. Participants also envisaged that senders might alter
their behaviour to make it look as though greater effort had
been put into a message. Such cases would result in effort that
was not genuine: “Having this meter would sometimes be quite
bullshitted. You could actually cheat the system if you do more
than usual” [P2, Meters]. These statements demonstrate an
interest in the faithfulness of the sender’s behaviour, given
the introduction of a mediating technology that would show
their actions to the recipient.
A second concern was for representational authenticity, i.e.
whether the design provided a fair and truthful reflection of
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the sender’s investment. For two people this was a matter of
trust: “I would need to know more about the system, what it
is taking into account” [P1, Miner]. “I don’t know the factors
involved, I don’t know how they quantified them, I don’t know
what company is behind it, they might have some sort of bias...”
[P10, Meters]. Participants cast doubt as to the potential for
systems to give a true reflection of sender behaviour and
were sometimes unsure what the information really meant:
“It’s hard for me to imagine the person has put that much effort
but maybe I don’t have a good point of reference for how much
effort it is.” [P1, Miner].
However, an interesting consequence of these concerns
was that participants saw the potential to playfully appropriate the designs. Three individuals anticipated that they
could leverage the ‘unreliability’ of the prototypes to embed
‘hidden effort’ in the composition of a message. This would
be intended for later discovery by the recipient: “You can do
really cool funny things like if the guy actually knows this is
going on, the sender, you could like type halfway, and then
type a long funny joke. And just rub it off, like inside joke, a
message within a message.” [P2, ReWriting]. This was also
seen as a way of deliberately increasing the recipient’s effort
as a way of playful goading: “I can see a problem with this,
if a guy puts a lot of space into it, just da da da [space bar],
and then you gotta press it for a long time, and they come
up with empty text! So you could troll somebody with that”
[P2, Miner]. Such effort may not relate to the message’s final
text but would become an authentically expressed form of
effort through the playful embedding of a ‘message within
a message’. This might be valued given the significance of
play for close relationships [4] and emphasizes the potential
for play to be mediated by technology [47].
Controlling Reciprocal and Self-Disclosure
Each of our designs provided a different level of information
about the actions of a message sender: ReWriting allowed detailed insight, whereas the Message Miner offered an abstract
mapping. In reflecting on this aspect, participants recognised
that the act of creating a message is very much a performance,
and that the received message may be different to what the
sender initially planned. As articulated by Goffman [14],
the act of presenting oneself to an audience (in this case, a
message recipient) involves revealing certain pieces of information while withholding others. The basis for revealing
information is frequently the audience with whom one is
interacting; an adult may, for example, present themselves
differently at home compared to their workplace [14].
While the three designs were broadly valued for allowing
appreciation of effort, participants envisaged problems in
retaining control over self-disclosures. This was particularly
the case for the ReWriting design, which gave direct insight
into the sender’s on-screen behaviour. As one participant
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explained, “I find it not really fair because that’s not what the
person wants you to see” [P1, ReWriting]. Participants thus
recognised that mediated communication permits an author
to put forward statements and later rescind them before a
message is sent [50]. Gaining insight into this was seen as
problematic and potentially distracting from the received
message: “I tend to write stuff out and then delete it, and then
rewrite other things. I mean the point is you haven’t sent it so
that you don’t want them to read it. Whereas if you had this,
they would read it” [P3, ReWriting].
The designs also made participants reflect on privacy
concerns in messaging, particularly in terms of detail that is
surrendered about the sender’s behaviour: “I feel like it’s a
private thing, you know. It’s people looking into your private
life a bit too much... I don’t want people seeing my process of
writing emails” [P10, ReWriting]. The ReWriting design was
provocative in this regard, with six people expressing that
the level of detail afforded by the system made them feel as
though they were ‘spying’ on the sender: “I feel like it could
cause over-analysing. People are already obsessing over the
blue ticks they see in Whatsapp. And this would cause a lot
more personal drama” [P4, ReWriting].
Although many participants did not always want to reveal
their own behaviour, it was interesting that they were often
keen to see others’ actions. That is, participants wanted to
see others’ efforts but were not always willing to engage in
reciprocal disclosure: “I think it’s one of those things that I
would like to be able to see what other people have written,
but I wouldn’t want them to be able to see what I’ve written.
Because then they’d see stuff that you didn’t actually intend for
them to see.” [P3, ReWriting]. Only one participant expressed
the opposite view in that she would be willing to disclose
her own work but did not want to see other people’s due to
fear of discovering their intentions towards her: “I think for
me I will let other people see me, but to be honest, I might not
use on other people. I guess I am too afraid to know the truth,
something like that” [P11, ReWriting]. This demonstrates the
potential for designs to reveal meaningful effort while also
exposing a lack of such effort within relationships.
Some participants stated that they would change their
behaviour in light of features that revealed effort. This links
back to the notion of authenticity—if users alter their communication practices in response to the presence of the effortrevealing features, then their resultant actions are no longer
their ‘authentic’ selves: “I think it would probably make you
think about what you’re writing a lot more. And you would
probably feel motivated to put a lot more effort in than you
might’ve intended to at the beginning.” [P5, ReWriting].
The ability to gain information about effort also seemed to
impact the people with whom participants wanted to use the
designs. Some participants thought that the designs would be
useful to show they were putting in the effort to get to know
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someone: “I think it could be when you want to get closer to
someone but you’re not close yet, it can be like a way to see how
they write” [P6, Message Meters]. “I think this would be really
interesting if I was using it with someone that I’m newly dating.”
[P7, ReWriting]. This suggests that inviting reflection about
effort might be useful for escalating relationships [42] as
well as maintaining established connections.
Costs in Acknowledging Effort
Our final theme encapsulates participants’ views about the
costs required to view, interpret, and respond to sender effort.
Any attempt to convey sender effort inevitably introduces
new costs into the interaction, whether in the use of the system or in terms of requiring additional work to acknowledge
invested effort. We identified that participants recognised
this work and interpreted it in two ways.
First, informants questioned the costs for message recipients to discern sender effort, given the mechanisms by
which effort was revealed. While some initial reflections
exemplified the value of learning about a partner’s actions,
these views were tempered by the effort required to do this.
Participants desired some balance between a meaningful
representation and the effort required to make sense of
it: “I don’t want to go through extra effort if I don’t see any
added value. If I were to learn more because paying makes you
remember better, or pay more attention, if there was anything
of that kind then maybe” [P1, Miner].
The Message Meters design, while recognized as an imperfect solution for reflecting on effort, was valued for being
straightforward to interpret: “I would use this with people like
my family. I think it’s quite easy to sort of see without having
to think about it too much” [P3, Meters]. In cases where
significant effort was required to interpret the information,
participants stated that they would prefer to put work into
other tasks: “I would rather invest the time in actually responding to that person in the same way, exactly like they’ve invested
time into responding to me” [P12, Miner].
Beyond costs in interpreting sender effort, participants
perceived that the designs introduced new costs in the experience of accessing messages. Additional effort in checking
messages was sometimes seen as outweighing the benefits
(“It’s a lot of effort just to get a line asking, do you want to meet
up?” [P5, Miner]) and was only tolerable when the value
of the acquired message outweighed the cost of access: “I
think the experience of reading this mail is nice, so I think
tapping was worth it” [P7, Miner]. Participants envisaged
feeling more inclined to reveal effort if it was optional: “this
is less practical if it was something you had to watch.” [P3,
ReWriting].
The cost of accessing messages also seemed to affect participants’ appetite for reflecting on sender effort. Six people
imagined that they would become bored, particularly by
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ReWriting, which required a long time to watch the message
being written. Two people saw this as “boring and laborious
for the reader” [P2, ReWriting], or “tedious... Why do I want
to watch them retype it? I haven’t got time” [P12, ReWriting].
Likewise, the Message Miner would “be quite fun the first
few times, but after a lot of messages come through, it would
just be, oh another one” [P2, Miner].
However, these instances helped participants to reflect
on when they would like to reflect on invested effort. Three
participants stated that, rather than looking at the effort of
every single message, they would prefer to see a sender’s
effort on special occasions. This suggests that revealed effort
could complement especially meaningful messages, with the
sender’s work becoming part of the message’s rhetorical
charm: “maybe if it was an important moment, such as your
friend is getting married and she’s announcing the news to you,
it would be quite nice to watch them write it as a nice memory
for yourself and how they feel about it” [P5, ReWriting].
Costs in access were generally seen as negative, but some
participants did reflect on how these costs could benefit their
messaging practices. One person thought that effort in access
might encourage the dedication of time to the messaging
experience: “You’re not going to put in a lot of effort while
you’re standing in a public place, where you’re not really gonna
read the letter. You’d probably wait until you’re at home, sit and
put the effort in and then actually properly read the letter” [P3,
Miner]. Another thought that it would help him to focus on
important messages: “I always open up Whatsapp every time
and just check, whatever irrelevant messages, like sometimes
I’m in a group chat, and it’s like not regarding me but I’ll still
look at it. So... in a way, waste my time a bit. If we have this
feature I would probably think twice whether to consider which
message I want to read” [P6, Miner].
7

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Our aim in this study was to explore how messaging systems
might provide information about a sender’s effort as a way
of fostering appreciation by message recipients.
Promoting Reflection and Revealing Hidden Effort
Our first main finding is that the general concept of revealing effort appears to have value to people, provided
that it allows them to identify meaningful work conducted
during the composition of messages. Participants in our study
were particularly interested in cues that allowed them to
recognise the investment of time and care [24], pointing
to the potential for revealed effort to stimulate new kinds
of shared understandings about a partner’s intentions [5].
Participants also suggested that the designs were capable of
creating feelings of empathy and closeness, both of which
are important for mediating close relationships [20]. This
speaks to the potential value of supporting reflection on
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effort and its contribution to close personal communication.
As a general implication, designers might consider allowing
senders and recipients to reveal aspects of their composition
behaviour as a way of conveying care towards the recipient.
This might also provide support for appropriation and play,
as suggested by participants in our study.
A second finding was that participants valued insight into
a sender’s thought processes, with participants often interpreting each design in terms of how it portrayed thoughtfulness and mental effort. One explanation for this is that
mental effort invested into messages is likely to be difficult
for the recipient to determine. As such, information about
a sender’s mental effort—particularly if it evidences some
degree of thoughtfulness—is likely to be valued because it is
meaningful and yet may not be entirely evident in what is
received. (For example, one can imagine sending a message
that is very short but which required a great deal of thought
to choose the most appropriate words.)
As a design implication, future systems might therefore
consider ways of augmenting messages with information
about physiological state as a way of creatively stimulating
appreciation of mental effort [29]. Previous work has shown
that signals such as heart rate [21] can help to support awareness and empathy—we suggest that cognitive information
could provide a novel resource for conveying a sense of
empathy towards the recipient, while providing cues about
effort in the process of composition.
Negotiating the Consequences of Revealed Effort
Our research has also provided an understanding of issues
that temper the potential for effort to be revealed. We found
that users desire authenticity of action, controlled disclosure
and low costs when reflecting on effort in communication.
Given users’ reactions to our prompts, we suggest that
each of these issues is a property of the interaction design
that can become more or less salient depending on the means
by which effort is revealed. For example, the need to control
self-disclosure was most salient in ReWriting, which gave
great insight into the composition of messages, but this
need was less of an issue in Message Miner. On the other
hand, Message Miner drew participants’ attention to the
costs associated with interpreting effort, whereas this was
less salient for the Message Meters. And while the Message
Meters were considered easy to interpret, they were seen as
less useful for understanding authenticity than ReWriting.
This leads us to suggest that the issues we have identified
should not be seen as ‘solvable’ in the sense of simple design fixes, but are rather parameters that must be carefully
negotiated and balanced by the designer, given the situation
at hand. In practical terms, this might mean placing greater
emphasis on one parameter over another when designing
for a particular relationship. People who are already close
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to each other may be comfortable with the idea of intimate
self-disclosures [5] whereas weak-tie relations may be disrupted by the unintended revealing of personal information.
Similarly, people may be hesitant to place effortful costs on
relatives who find it hard to use technology [24], but may
still wish to make use of effort-revealing functionality that
supports a sense of care.
An alternative approach would be to give users control
over the negotiation of each parameter. For example, a future version of the ReWriting idea might allow senders to
control their self-disclosure by altering the fidelity of the
revealed text, e.g. with a slider that allows for blurring of the
words. This would provide control over what is shared, while
still allowing for evidence that something was done. Users
might also be allowed to subtract segments of the replay
that they do not wish to share, or could be given ways to
draw attention to particular parts as a way of demonstrating
authenticity. The replay could also be played at faster speed
to lower the time cost to the recipient. The facility to convey
effort might also be made as entirely optional, and something
to be shared at the sender’s discretion.
However, our study findings could also be interpreted
as demonstrating that there is sufficient motivation to rule
out the use of effort-revealing features in communication.
For example, some participants suggested that reflecting
on effort would be unsuitable for everyday conversation
and would ‘get in the way’ of what they wanted to achieve.
Others thought that the revelation of effort might be best left
for special moments that were already meaningful, such as
when divulging important moments or significant life events.
This suggests that effort-revealing features could have a
role to play, not as accompaniments to everyday messaging,
but rather as amplifiers that further enhance the reading of
messages that already involve greater work than usual. In
this way, the gradual revelation of effort could contribute to
experiences of deep interpersonal sharing between people
who care about one another [5]. We imagine that revealing
the process of message composition would lend itself to very
personal experiences such as the celebration of a major life
event or even a declaration of love.
Limitations and Future Work
One limitation of our study is that participants’ responses to
the designs were disconnected from their actual relationships.
It is possible that real-world use might uncover a more
complex set of values than those captured in our study.
A second limitation is that, while our participants were
culturally diverse, they were relatively young and tech-savvy.
This made them capable of commenting on the designs in
relation to their own lives, but it may be the case that other
groups (such as older adults [28]) have different values that
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would condition their acceptance of designs that reveal and
provoke reflection about effort.
Finally, it is important to recognise that relationships are
enacted over multiple communication episodes. We were unable to account for this in our laboratory study. Rather than
representing effort as part of a fleeting experience, a different
approach would be to explore aggregate representations in
the form of conversation histories or other features that
show effort accruing over time. The perceived need to invest
effort and reciprocate in kind is likely to be conditioned by a
history of previous conversations between the participants
in an exchange. We imagine future approaches to effortsensitive design extending to corpora of caring messages,
not only the turn-by-turn mechanisms through which they
are created. This in turn speaks to the potential for our study
to stimulate new design thinking on the subject of how to
reveal and represent effort in caring relationships.
8

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have focused on effort in the composition of written messages as a central component of caring
communication. We have addressed this matter as a design
problem, and we have explored a set of designs that represent
plausible solutions. These solutions not only exposed the
value that might be gained from revealing effort, but also
supported a series of considerations that can inform future
attempts to represent effort in communication systems. To
conclude, we argue that providing visible evidence of effort
may offer a positive contribution to the maintenance of
relationships. This is, however, premised on the ability of
designers to instantiate the revelation of effort in systems
that also respect fundamental qualities of relational action,
and which provide conversation partners with the ability to
recognise, and sometimes withhold, aspects of composition
that contribute to the maintenance of caring relationships.
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